Evaluation of a battery of Salmonella typhimurium tester strains for biomonitoring of mutagenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, nitroarenes and aromatic amines.
Various combinations of Salmonella typhimurium tester strains and S9 mix for bioactivation (TA98+S9 mix, TA98S; YG1041+S9 mix, YG1041S) and strain YG1041 in the absence of S9 mix (YG1041) were used to evaluate the mutagenic activity of eight polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), seven nitroarenes (NAs) and seven aromatic amines (AAs). Three cigarette smoke extracts and two extracts of smokers' urine (SUE) were also included. Urinary mutagenicity was then determined on 31 individuals, potentially exposed to PAHs, for 0 h, 7 h, 12 h and 24 h. Concentrations of urinary 1-hydroxypyrene (1OHP) and 3-hydroxybenzo[a]pyrene (3OHBaP), the levels of atmospheric pyrene (Py) and benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), and particulate concentrations in air (AP) were also measured. PAHs could be detected by TA98S and YG1041S, with TA98S being more sensitive than YG1041S. While NAs could be detected by all combinations, YG1041 and YG1041S were more sensitive than TA98S. Although both YG1041S and TA98S could detect AAs, YG1041S was more sensitive than TA98S. Cigarette smoke extract contained mutagenic AAs and NAs, but AAs were the only mutagenic compounds detected in the extracts of smokers' urine. The concentrations of 1OHP (7 h and 12 h) were significantly higher than those at 0 h, but no difference could be detected with 3OHBaP. Correlations were found between Py and 1OHP (7 h and 24 h) and between BaP and 3OHBaP concentrations (7 h, 12 h and 24 h). A significantly elevated urinary mutagenicity was detected with YG1041S at 7h in the group of smokers. A good correlation was determined between AP and the test results with TA98S (7 h) and with YG1041 (0 h and 7 h). Urinary 1OHP correlated with the test results with YG1041S (0 h, 7 h and 12 h) while 3OHBaP correlated with those obtained with YG1041S (7 h). Overall, 21/31 individuals were occupationally exposed to AAs, 15/31 individuals were exposed to NAs, and 2/31 were exposed to PAHs as indicated by the Salmonella mutagenicity assay. The urine mutagenicity test was not effective at monitoring occupational exposure to PAHs. However, the correlation with AP implied the presence of unknown mutagenic atmospheric substances that could modulate the urinary mutagenicity.